The monotone circuit problem Q MC is shown to be complete for xed point logic IFP under quanti er free reductions. Enhancing the circuits with an oracle Q leads to a problem complete for IFP(Q). By contrast, if L is any extension of FO with generalized quanti ers, one can always
Introduction
In recent years, extensions of rst order logic with uniform sequences of Lindstr om quanti ers have become of great interest in nite model theory. As Dawar has shown, these logics of the form FO(Q), generated by a class of structures Q and all its vectorizations, are appropriate to capture a great variety of classes of recursive queries 3] . In the following, we will refer to these logics FO(Q) as Lindstr om logics. PTIME, for instance, has either such a representation, or no reasonable logical characterization at all.
Another method of increasing the expressive power of logics is to allow for certain recursion mechanisms, a prominent example being xed point logic, IFP. It has turned out that the quanti er based approach is capable of replacing these mechanisms, i.e. one can nd a class Q IFP such that FO(Q IFP ) IFP, a fact that has been established independently in 9, 11, 2]. 1 1 Here, the notation L1 L2 means that these logics de ne the same class of queries, i.e. each '1 2 L1, that may have free variables, is equivalent to a '2 2 L2 and vice versa. We will also denote the equivalence of complexity classes with logics in this way. To indicate only one inclusion we use the notation L1 L2.
This raises the following questions:
1. Is there a natural class Q IFP with FO(Q IFP ) IFP, say one of the problems well known to be PTIME complete under LOGSPACE reductions? 2. How about extensions IFP(Q) of xed point logics: are they all equivalent to logics of the form FO(Q) for someQ?
3. Does the equivalence FO(Q IFP ) IFP relativize to FO(Q IFP ; Q) IFP(Q) for arbitrary Q?
Questions 2 and 3 are important in the context of oracle complexity classes: On ordered structures, IFP(Q) captures PTIME Q , the set of queries computable in polynomial time with access to the oracle Q under a canonical encoding of structures as strings 7, 20] . The analogue holds for PFP and PSPACE if the oracle tape is subject to the polynomial space bound.
So, one could ask brie y: Is there a Lindstr om logic for oracle complexity classes?
It was already known that there can be no translation between IFP(Q) and FO(Q IFP ; Q) independent of Q (for a xed signature of Q, say) 17], but that does not rule out the equivalence of these logics. Applying circuits as acceptors for rst order formulas, we can answer the above questions. We state the results for IFP.
(1) The monotone circuit problem Q MC is complete for IFP under quanti er free rst order reductions.
(2) Enhancing the circuits with extra nodes for a class Q in a canonical way yields a quanti erQ for IFP(Q). This generalizes a result of Hella 11] concerning extensions of LFP with monotone quanti ers Q. Hence, there is no Lindstr om logic for IFP (or PTIME) allowing for the adjunction of quanti ers in the same way as oracles are added to PTIME; more precisely, there is no Q 0 such that PTIME Q FO(Q 0 ; Q) holds on ordered structures for every Q. Nevertheless, for each xed oracle Q there is a Lindstr om logic for PTIME Q .
From the completeness ofQ for IFP(Q) (see (2) above), we will derive a normal form for this logic where no nested quanti ers Q occur. The latter was known only for ordered structures 7] . Actually, the construction for (3) depends mainly on the xed nesting of quanti ers Q in FO(Q IFP ; Q) as opposed to a hidden polynomial nesting in IFP(Q). Thus, (2) and (3) can be regarded as counterparts of each other. The answer (3) will be an extension of the mentioned result in 17] stating that there is no uniform correspondence between PTIME Q and extensions of any Lindstr om logic with Q.
Since circuit quanti ers can also be found for the levels of the polynomial hierarchy, we can give some criteria for second order logic to be representable by a uniform sequence of quanti ers (to this end, the normal form for IFP(Q) will be useful).
Basic De nitions
All structures throughout this paper are nite but have at least two elements (this will provide us with nontrivial equality types; however, it is not hard to adapt the constructions to include the singleton case). Q will always denote a class of structures over a nite relational vocabulary = fR 1 ; : : :; R s g. Re- garding Q as a quanti er allows for extending logics in a very natural way 15]. The following de nition not only adds Q to a logic but also a uniform sequence of quanti ers generated by this class, which has proved useful in descriptive complexity theory.
De nition 1: Let L be a logic the syntax of which is given by a collection of certain formation rules (involving rst order variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :). Then Note that in the above formulas , i there can occur some more free variables as parameters. We write (x) etc., only to indicate the variables to be bound by Q. Extending the usual de nition, a variable v is said to be free in Qx; x 1 ; : : :; x s ; ; 1 ; : : :; s if it is free in any of the formulas ; i but is not amongst x; x 1 ; : : :; x s .
If , the relativization of the domain, is omitted in the above formula, then it is assumed to be true for all r{tuples, i.e. the domain will be A r .
2 If = ( ; 1 ; : : :; s ) consists only of quanti er free formulas, then it is called a quanti er free reduction (of arity r), and the above structure is denoted by A . As for many one reductions in complexity theory, one can prove completeness results under this notion of reduction, which we will do below.
As an example, let = fE; S; Tg with unary S; T, and binary E, and take for Q those digraphs B that have two nodes u; v, labelled by the relations S and T respectively, such that there is a path from u to v. Then, Q can be de ned in Transitive Closure Logic, TC, namely by the formula ' = 9uv(Su^Tv^ TC x;y Exy]uv):
On the other hand, each formula TC x;y ]uv is equivalent to the FO(Q){ formula Qx; y; z; w ; z = u; w = v:
Here, vectorization was used to assert connectivity of a graph the vertices of which are tuples rather than single elements.
In the sense of Lindstr om 15], we have added to L not only the class Q itself but also the following classes Q r;P , which are derived from Q by the simultaneously applied processes of vectorization and relativization:
De nition 2: Given r 1, relation symbols S i (1 i s) of arity ar(S i ) = rr i , and P of arity r, let Q r;P := f(A; P; S 1 ; : : :; S s ) j (P; S 1 \ P r 1 ; : : :; S s \ P rs ) 2 Qg 2 Enriching rst order logic, FO, by one or several classes Q according to De nition 1 leads, in a sense, to a minimal logic making the classes Q r;P expressible. To make this statement more precise, we consider regular logics L (for a thorough discussion see 4]), which can be regarded as classes of queries that are closed under rst order operations and under substitutions of the form R= x'(x) (with x and R of the same arity). That is, in any L{formula involving a relation symbol R, one can replace R by a relation which is given by any other L{formula '. Lemma 3 (Minimality Lemma): Let L be regular with Q r;P 2 L for all r 1. Then FO(Q) L. Also, if several quanti ers are adjoint to FO, this leads to a minimal logic in this sense.
Proof: An easy induction on the calculus for FO(Q). At the Q-step, take an L{formula de ning Q r;P and substitute P; S 1 ; : : :; S s by their de nitions ; 1 ; : : :; s , more precisely by L{translations of these formulas.
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It should be remarked that relativization of the domain (the formula in De nition 1) becomes important only in Section 5 for the description of oracle classes. As we will prove, relativization cannot be dropped there. This is not surprising, as, for instance, Turing machines can form oracle queries of a size that does not necessarily equal the size of the input.
Next, we recall the de nition of xed point logic: Inductive xed point logic, IFP allows for second order variables X; Y; :::, which may only occur bounded by xed point operators. The meaning of IFP x;X (x; X)]t is t 2 X 1 , where we set X 0 := ;, X j+1 := X j fxj (x; X j )g, X 1 := S j 0 X j . Note that itself may contain other variables apart from those emphasized above and that xed point operators may be nested. However, in an IFP ]{formula all relation variables, i.e. all relation symbols that are not in , must be bound by xed point operators.
Partial xed point logic, PFP is de ned similarly, setting however X j+1 := fxj (x; X j )g, and letting X 1 := X j for the smallest j such that X j = X j+1 if such a j exists, and X 1 := ; otherwise.
Later on, we will make use of a normal form theorem saying that one can dispense with nesting of xed point operators. For convenience, we state it in a version presented in 8]. A somewhat weaker normal form had already been given by Immerman 12] , and would su ce for our purposes as well (the proofs getting slightly more complicated).
Fact 4: Each IFP{formula is equivalent to one of the form ' = 9z IFP x;X (x; X)]z : : :z, where is a rst order formula. The corresponding normal form holds for PFP.
Both, inductive and partial xed point logic play an eminent role in descriptive complexity theory, as, on ordered structures, they capture PTIME and PSPACE respectively. For a detailed exposition, the reader is referred to 5]. Occasionally, we will also make use of least xed point logic, LFP, which is obtained from IFP by restricting the application of xed point operators to the case of formulas that are positive in the relation variable in question. This fragment equals IFP in expressive power 10], and the normal form of Fact 4 can be adapted to this logic, i.e. can be chosen positive in X.
Recently, it has turned out that these results can be extended to oracle complexity classes, which are based on Turing machines with an additional tape and a designated oracle query state. Once the machine is in this state it checks in one step whether the content of that tape belongs to a certain class (the oracle) or not, and erases the oracle tape afterwards. Identifying quanti ers (i.e. classes of structures) and oracles via a canonical encoding of structures as strings, one gets the following.
On ordered structures, IFP(Q) captures PTIME Q , the set of queries computable in polynomial time with access to the oracle Q 7, 20] . The analogue holds for PFP and PSPACE if the oracle tape is also subject to the polynomial space bound. The second statement can be proved by the technique used in 20]. We omit the details, because, in order to investigate PSPACE Q , we only make use of the fact PTIME Q PSPACE Q , which holds in any reasonable oracle model.
Given two classes Q i (i = 1; 2) with FO(Q i ) IFP, and a third class Q, the minimality lemma yields FO(Q 1 ; Q) FO(Q 2 ; Q). So, it will make no di erence to which of them we compare IFP(Q), see Section 5. This fact is also obtained from the following remark, which sheds a rst light on the role of second order variables in this context. It is stated for IFP but also holds for PFP. Proof: FO(Q IFP ; Q) IFP(Q) is a consequence of the minimality lemma.
To see the regularity of IFP(Q) , note that substitutions R= x'(x) are only permitted for formulas ' without free second order variables, as IFP(Q) and hence IFP(Q) consists only of such formulas.
To obtain the other inclusion, proceed by induction over IFP(Q) , this time treating free second order variables as usual relation symbols. For the IFP{clause, let ' = IFP x;X ]t be an IFP(Q) {formula. We can assume that 2 FO(Q IFP ; Q) and that no occurrence of X in is in the scope of a quanti er Q (note that the latter property remains unchanged in each induction step).
For simplicity, assume that Q = fPg and ignore domain relativization. For each subformula = Qx P (x; z) of that is not in the scope of a quanti er Q, let S be a new relation symbol of the same arity as z (for di erent occurrences of the same take di erent symbols). Since X does not occur in the formulas P , we can make the following substitutions: Replace each of the above in by S z thus obtaining a 0 
In a circuit whose underlying graph is a tree with root w, the formula ' TRUE says that w is evaluated to true. Since we can de ne the root and quantify over u and v, we get:
Remark 7: The class of satis ed circuits is still IFP{de nable if negation nodes are allowed provided that one restricts to the case where the underlying graph is a tree (or a collection of trees).
3 Circuit Problems and Fixed Point Logics
It is a well known technique to evaluate rst order formulas by circuits. Constructing complete problems in this manner was rst done by Lov asz and G acs 16] for NP. Here we use circuits to deal uniformly with the rst order part of formulas of the form IFP x;X ]t. Before going into details we sketch the main ideas:
Let A be a {structure and (x) 2 FO ] be in prenex normal form with the quanti er free part in disjunctive normal form. Expanding the leading quanti ers in into disjunctions and conjunctions over the elements of A, one can pass to a quanti er free formula that, in turn, can be viewed as a circuit.
The following structure E = E( ; A) checks simultaneously for each a 2 A whether A j = a] holds:
Let E contain a copy U of the set A; each a 2 U is (in E) the root of a circuit C a . This circuit is a tree with labels K, D and I, where I denotes leaves with input true. C a is to evaluate for x = a, whence its tree structure is Now assume that a monadic second order variable X occurs in . We want to compute the xed point IFP x;X ] (or PFP x;X ], which will make no di erence for the construction). One might attempt to iterate the above construction by expanding the xed point operation into a disjunction over the stages of the xed point. However, we wish to be able to interprete the circuits in an arbitrary class of structures, below. Hence, we would have the problem of de ning levels of a circuit corresponding to the stages. This seems to be impossible in structures that are not necessarily ordered.
Instead, we will make use of the copy of the domain, U, where we can store the current stage of the computation. In principle, we can de ne the C a as before in order to evaluate one step of the iteration, facing di culties only for those leaves corresponding to a formula Xy or :Xy, where y is a variable which has been assigned a certain value b via the path leading to the root in U.
We identify the levels X j A with their copies in U. If E = E( ; A) is to determine X j+1 = fa 2 U j A j = a; X j ]g, the leaves mentioned above must know rst, whether they correspond to Xy or its negation, and second, to which b the variable y refers. Therefore we introduce unary relations P and N (positive and negative evaluation) and a binary relation F connecting the leaves with the values b 2 U (note that the use of N is restricted to the leaves here, and that the circuits in E are still monotone in contrast to Remark 7). As an example, let = 9u(Xu^:Xx). Then E( ; A) looks as follows:
. . . is a satis ed circuit in a sense that has to be made precise.
We will obtain via equality types for the di erent isomorphism types of nodes. In the above example, let r = 5 be the arity of . In fact, we cheated a little bit in the above example, where we xed two elements and arranged them to tuples.
The rst problem can be solved easily by taking for U a copy of A s (but leaving the arity of the symbols U; P; N and F xed). To overcome the second di culty, let A consist of a collection of isomorphic copies of E( ; A). Each of them will work in exactly the same way, whence our above argumentation will go through. In a nal step, we will eliminate the symbols U; P; N and F and get the desired natural problem complete for IFP. In particular, IFP FO(Q MC ).
First, we modify the circuit problems according to our needs along the lines sketched above. Later we will come back to the original Q MC . This modi cation will be a bit technical, but the construction will be a common basis for the monotone circuit problem as well as for a complete problem for PFP, and for the quanti ers of the next section. Let^ MC = MC fU; P; N; Fg for unary relation symbols U; P; N and a binary relation symbol F.Ĉ( ; A; ) consists of a copy of the set A s , marked as the U{part, and, disjoint from it, of a circuit which can be constructed inductively like C( ; A; ): The only new steps to be considered are = Xz and = :Xz for some variables z. In the rst case, we choose a single node and let 2 P, in the second case 2 N (all other relations are empty, apart from O). Having constructed these trees, we have to de ne F. Let Proof: (i) follows directly from Lemma 9: Carrying out the iteration X j+1 := fw j Uw^' TRUE (w; X j )g in E( ; A; ) simulates exactly the iteration in (A; ) over , i.e. these levels X j U are copies of the original levels X j A s , whence the claim follows.
(ii) Given a formula in normal form, ' = 9z IFP x;X (x; X)]z : : :z, we show that there is a tuple = ( O ; : : :; F ) such that A is a collection of isomorphic copies of E( ; A; ) plus some extra points having no E{neighbours. Then the claim follows from (i), since for membership inQ MC it makes no di erence whether we consider E( ; A; ) itself or a structure that consists of a collection of copies of E( ; A; ) and of isolated points.
can be obtained via equality types: Let m be the number of nodes in aĈ a modulo their isomorphism type (in other terms, m is the number of subformulas in ), and d be the quanti er rank of . Choose e 1 such that there are at least m equality types of e{tuples over a set with two elements, not taking into account the diagonal type where all e elements are equal. Let r := e+s+d be the arity of the reduction . In each r{tuple over A we let the rst e components encode the isomorphism type of a node (that is, to which subformula of this node corresponds), thereby not using the diagonal equality type, which says that all elements are equal. The second part will encode the path to the root, consisting of the root itself and d choices for the quanti ed variables.
To make this speci c, set U (x) := x 1 6 = x e^x1 = x 2^x1 = x 3^: : :^x 1 = x e?1 x 1 = x e+s+1^: : :^x 1 = x r :
The U{part of A will be the set f(w 1 ; w The formula E (x; y) will be a disjunction of three formulas, corresponding to the three types of edges described above. For instance, to describe the edge from (a 1 ; a 2 ; a 1 ; a 2 ; a; b) to (a 1 ; a 2 ; a 1 ; a 1 ; a; a 1 ), we take the following formula: x 1 = y 1^x2 = y 2^x5 = y 5^ K (x)^ D (y); the rst part asserting that x and y belong to the same copy of E( ; A), namely E( ; A) x 1 ;x 2 (here it is important that we used only equality types that involve both a 1 and a 2 ), and that they are in the same tree. The second part speci es the type of the two nodes, i.e. which subformula they represent. In this example, this amounts to say that the rst one is a conjunction, the second a disjunction, as this determines the type completely. In the general case, one has to write down the equality types chosen for the two nodes. Similarly, the other two disjuncts of E can be written. It should also be clear, how the formulas O ; I ; P , N , and F can be obtained.
We do not need a domain relativizing formula (x) (compare De nition 1).
Instead, we admit additional points in A that do not belong to any copy of E( ; A; ) but have no in uence on the circuits computation.
(iii) can be proved as (ii), as the PFP{analogue of (i) holds. This is, because the xed point is computed in the U{parts of the circuits in exactly the same way as in the original structures. To see this, consider the formulas de ning Q MC (De nition 6) andQ MC (Theorem 11). Write Y l (l 0) for the stages of the xed point computation induced by the former formula in E , and X j (j 0) for those induced by the latter formula in E. Remember, the X j can be identi ed with the (s{ary) stages induced by in (A; ). If h denotes the height of the tree like circuits constructed from , then we claim that X j Y hj for all j (here we identify nodes in E and E ; we will even refer to the copies of roots in E as roots etc., although E is no longer acyclic). This can be shown by induction on j. In fact, w 2 X j+1 means that w is a root to which true is assigned if the truth values of leaves in P are de ned by X j (remember, each leaf in P evaluates a certain s{tuple with respect to its membership of X j ). Assuming For simplicity, assume Q = fSg (S unary We aim for a classQ Q C that is derived fromQ MC by incorporating Q{nodes.
As indicated by the subscript, we cannot achieve this by means of monotone circuits, since, unless Q is monotone, it is not possible to pull negations in front of atomic formulas. Recall, however, the de nitions before Remark 7. They enabled us to deal with negation nodes in the circuits. We extend these de nitions with the following clauses for Q:
' Q+ (x) := R Q x^Qy 1 He found that for many important complexity classes C, it su ces to adjoin a C{complete problem Q to rst order logic in order to obtain a logic for LOGSPACE C . So one might ask what the di erence is between FO(Q Q C ) and FO(Q) (or FO(Q MC ; Q)), and whether this di erence can be related to separating oracle classes. We come back to this question in the next section. In particular, we will show that, althoughQ Q C is derived fromQ MC and Q very uniformly, it is, in general, not de nable by these two quanti ers. 
Constructing Oracles by Diagonalization
We are interested in a class Q such that the equivalence IFP FO(Q MC ) does not survive the adjunction of Q on both sides. For arbitrary nite structures one could apply a game theoretical argument and show that, for instance, Q := EVEN , the set of ;-structures of even cardinality would do (this is part of a nesting hierarchy theorem for quanti ers and will be published elsewhere).
For the needs of descriptive complexity theory, it is more desirable to have a proof that goes through even if one restricts to linearly ordered structures. Here, IFP captures PTIME and IFP(Q) captures PTIME Q (the queries computable in polynomial time with access to an oracle Q) 7] . So, if we nd Q as pointed out above, we have the following situation: FO(Q MC ) captures PTIME, but FO(Q MC ; Q) does not capture all of PTIME Q . At rst glance, this looks like an argument against describing oracle complexity classes by means of quanti ers added to rst order logic. However, as was shown in the previous section, PTIME Q is still captured by FO(Q Q C ). So there is no lack of expressiveness of generalized quanti ers in this context. Rather, one has di erent notions of closure of classes of queries in logics and in complexity theory: FO(Q MC ; Q) is the smallest regular logic containing PTIME and Q, whereas the wider class PTIME Q is derived from a class of machines by closing it under a subroutine.
Under certain complexity theoretical assumptions, it is not hard to nd classes Q as described above. Take, for instance Q HAM , the class of graphs that have a Hamiltonian cycle. Then, by results of Stewart 19] To avoid any assumptions on complexity classes, we apply a diagonal argument, which is essentially due to J.F. Buss 1] . It was pointed out to the author by Y. Pnueli that this method might be useful in the context of xed point logic.
In the following, let = f g, and consider only {structures A ordered by A . A n will denote an ordering (A n ; ), where A n has n elements. The oracle Q will be a class of Q := f ; Rg{structures (for a unary R), that will be ordered by . Note, however, that our restriction to ordered structures refers only to the {structures, not to the quanti ers. So it may happen that in ' = Qx; y 1 ; y 2 ; z; (x); (y 1 ; y 2 ); R (z) the formula does not de ne an ordering on the domain fa 2 A r j A j = a]g for some A, in which case ' will simply be false. Each Q {structure which is ordered by can be regarded as a word w 2 f0; 1g (identify Rx with 1, :Rx with 0 at position x). Next, we make sure that K(Q) 6 2 FO(Q IFP ; Q). Therefore, we diagonalize over this set of formulas. We will obtain Q in an in nite number of steps, each of which will a ect only strings of a bounded length, be consistent with the previous steps, and will rule out one formula from de ning K(Q).
Let ' 1 ; ' 2 ; : : : be an enumeration of FO(Q IFP ; Q) ]. We aim for a Q and a sequence n 1 < n 2 < : : : with (1) A n i j = ' i i s(Q) n i = 0 : Then we are done, since the assumption K(Q) = Mod(' i ) leads to: A n i j = ' i i A n i 2 K(Q) i s(Q) n i = 1 i A n i 6 j = ' i .
To make the left hand side in (1) easier to handle, let C i n be a circuit evaluating A n j = ' i similar to those of the previous section. So, C i n is a tree, Paying attention only to these decisions (note that the w 1 may very well be initial segments of 0v 1 ), we determine the w 1 to be elements of Q 1 is not a pre x of any of the tested words and s(Q 1 ) begins with 0v 1 : : :v l 1 . By (2), we have j0v 1 : : :v l 1 j 1+d 2 1 log n 1 < n 1 . Now, considering only words with pre x 0v 1 : : :v l we choose Q 1 consistent with the decisions made so far such that (3) holds for i = 1 (the left side of (3) is xed, now).
To prove the induction step, suppose that Q i is de ned. We can construct Q i+1 in a consistent way guaranteeing (3) (2) is the number of new bits to be determined, the right side is the number of bits necessary for this procedure, which consists of up to d i+1 steps each determining up to d i+1 log n i+1 bits.
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By diagonal arguments of the same kind as in the last proof, one gets sharp conditions for logics to characterize PTIME plus oracles:
Theorem 18: a) For each countable family (Q ) 2I of quanti ers, there exists a class Q of strings such that PTIME Q is not contained in FO((Q ) 2I ; Q) (not even on ordered structures).
b) There exists a class Q of strings such that PTIME Q is not captured by IFP(Q) (on ordered structures) without domain relativization in the Q{rule.
c) The analogues of a) and b) hold for PFP and PSPACE (no matter, whether the oracle tape is subject to the space bound or not).
Proof: a) The proof of Theorem 17 did not depend on the form of the additional nodes in the C i n .
b) The last proof depends only on the fact that a certain word of length n i ? 1 is not tested in C i n i . But without relativization, IFP(Q){formulas can only test words of length n r i for some r 1. Hence, one can diagonalize over this set of formulas and get the analogue of (1) in the last proof. c) follows from a) and b). Note that the examples to prove unde nability results remain IFP(Q){de nable (only the diagonalization adapts to PFP). Hence, we make only use of the fact PTIME Q PSPACE Q , which holds in any reasonable oracle model. Furthermore, the result reveals the (well known) di erence between Turing and many one reductions. This is, because IFP(Q) captures those problems reducible to Q in the former way, whereas those problems that are many one reducible to Q, are already contained in FO(Q IFP ; Q) (this can be seen by transferring the equivalence of PTIME with FO(Q IFP ) to the case of reductions).
Hence, the class K(Q) constructed above is PTIME Turing but not PTIME many one reducible to Q.
For the following corollary of Theorem 18 a), note that the syntax of FO(Q) is de ned as soon as Q is xed. Thus, Q can be regarded as a variable, similar to its role in oracle Turing machines. Corollary 19 17] : Let Q contain a unary R and a binary . For each countable family (Q ) 2I of quanti ers, FO((Q ) 2I ; Q) does not capture PTIME Q uniformly, i.e., there is no mapping f associating to each PTIME oracle machine M a formula f(M) 2 FO((Q ) 2I ; Q) such that f(M) and M de ne the same query for each Q. 2 
Applications
We return to the question of whether a given logic L can be represented in the form FO(Q) for a certain quanti er Q. We gave a positive answer to this for xed point logics and circuit problems. Actually we proved considerably more, the completeness of these problems. In other words, it turned out that for those quanti ers no nesting is needed. As we now show, the phenomenon that a xed nesting su ces, does not depend on our choice of the quanti er. In analogy to . Leaving the area of xed point logics, we give another example of obtaining complete problems via circuits. By modifying the construction of Section 3, one gets complete problems for all levels of the polynomial hierarchy. For 1 1 , e.g., the circuits can be constructed as forQ MC , only the condition of being a satis ed circuit has to be replaced by being a satis able one (this case was 2 We say that L admits vectorization if with each L{de nable class K also K r is L{de nable. K r is de ned similarly to Q r;P . E.g. if K is a class of graphs (A; E) then K r := f(A;E 0 ) j E Proof: We sketch how the circuits have to be adapted to this case. Let SAT := fR; O; E; I; N; K; Dg. R is binary; the remaining symbols have the same arity and intended meaning as in Section 3. Given = 9X with 2 FO fXg] for some and a relation variable X of arity s 1, we can nd a tuple of quanti er free {formulas such that for each A 2 Str ], A looks as follows:
It is a collection of isomorphic copies of a circuit which is inductively constructed so as to evaluate . Hence, the leaves are either in I, representing the input true (we do not need input false, as we allow for negations in the circuits), or unde ned, i.e. corresponding to a subformula To cope with the other levels of the Polynomial Hierarchy, we note that they are captured by rst order formulas preceded by a pre x of second order quanti ers, namely 9X 1 8X 2 9X 3 : : :9(or8)X k for 1 k . For this case, we can introduce k new relations in SAT denoting k types of unde ned input nodes, and de ne Q SAT similarly, using however a pre x 9Y 1 8Y 2 9Y 3 : : :9(or8)Y k of monadic variables. Again, the restricted arity will be compensated by the quanti er free reductions.
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On the other hand, if second order logic, SO, has itself a presentation SO FO(Q), then it collapses to a certain level: assume Q 2 1 i . Then, as IFPoperators can be described by an existential second order variable, we have IFP 1 (Q 1 ) (For i = 1 this conclusion has already been observed by Enderton.)
Theorem 23 The following statements are equivalent (the equivalence of (i) and (iii) is well known):
(i) The polynomial hierarchy collapses.
(ii) There is a class Q with SO FO(Q).
(iii) There is a complete problem for the polynomial hierarchy with respect to PTIME reductions. (iv) There is a complete problem for the polynomial hierarchy with respect to quanti er free reductions.
Proof: We derived the equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iv) from the normal form for IFP(Q) and from Theorem 22. (iv)! (iii) is clear, and (iii)!(i) follows, for instance, from the equivalence of PTIME reductions to IFP reductions.
